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People who are advocates of Freedom
Iranians 

Hamburg , 07.07.2023, 18:57 Time

USPA NEWS - Hello,

I want to talk about the people who are currently facing darkness, oppression, and fear from the dictator Ali Khamenei and the Islamic
Republic. They wake up every day with hopes of freedom, but in reality, each day becomes darker, poorer, and more oppressive
under the dictatorship of the Islamic Republic government. The people of Iran have no resemblance to the Islamic Republic
government, and it can boldly be said that the Islamic Republic government rules over a very small minority of 1% out of 85 million
people in Iran.

The people of Iran are a nation with a rich ancient culture, civilization, and a love for humanity. They have no interest in war and
violence, as evidenced even in the protests of the past nine months, where they have managed to refrain from causing harm to public
facilities and continue their protests peacefully against a brutal government.

The people of Iran are a nation that, for the past 44 years, has fallen into a strange, bitter, and religious grip. Understanding this
darkness is incomprehensible to many people around the world. It should be noted that they are a people with a history, civilization,
and a very rich culture.

Unfortunately, these days we witness strange problems in the country of Iran, which is considered one of the richest countries in the
world. It is a country with natural resources, historical significance, and abundant oil and gas reserves. However, due to the high level
of corruption by Ali Khamenei, the Islamic Republic, and the IRGC, the people of this country become poorer every day.
The best example is the exchange rate: Last year, the exchange rate was 300,000 exchange rate has reached 500,000 Iranian rials
for one US dollar. Despite this, people's incomes have not seen any improvement. The economic conditions in Iran are horrific and
heading towards a collapse and catastrophe. The environmental conditions and air pollution are very poor.

This article is very bitter, and I truly appreciate that you read and tolerate it. Even more bitter is the fact that these sentences reflect the
truth in a country called Iran. Every day, news of the deaths of Iranian girls emerges for various reasons, which is a direct result of the
severe oppression by the government against the protests of the past few months. The people of Iran demand nothing but freedom,
equality, and well-being, and this will only be achieved by overthrowing the regime in Iran.

As you know, Iran has strange laws imposed by the dictatorial government of Ali Khamenei. Alcohol is completely prohibited, dancing
is forbidden, partying and going to clubs are prohibited, hijab is mandatory for Iranian girls, wearing shorts is prohibited, buying
American cars is prohibited (and there are no American cars in Iran), McDonald's, KFC, and all American brands are banned in Iran.
Bahá'ís, Zoroastrians, Christians, Jews, Sunni Muslims, and women are classified as second-class citizens, and many services are
not available to them. Mandatory military service of 24 months is imposed on 18-year-old boys for the Islamic Republic government.

But it seems that no one listens to the voices of the peace-loving people. The people of Iran need serious support from Western
governments. It is better for the sake of a safer world that the people of Iran receive support. This support is beneficial for all countries
in the Persian Gulf region and the world.

America and Europe have not yet felt the threat of this government and are willing to sit at the negotiating table with it.
They have not imposed serious sanctions on entities like the IRGC of this government. And if they continue to deal with the brutal
Islamic Republic government of Iran in the same way, they can be in great danger in the near future.

The Islamic government of Iran has shown no mercy to its own people, which is enough to understand the dangerous nature of this
government. This government deserves nothing but the label of a terrorist government, and the IRGC as a terrorist group.

Thank you for your time and for reading this article. Wishing peace, prosperity, and friendship for all nations.
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